
Sample ImproveMe questions
ImproveMe assessment questions are answered on a scale of strongly agree to strongly disagree, 
using thumbs up and thumbs down buttons to indicate your answers.

Below is a selection of example questions from the assessment:

Complete the full assessment at ImproveMe.com.au to discover your key competencies!

Introducing ImproveMe
ImproveMe is a web based assessment tool that originated as a way to help professional 
athletes identify their key competencies and assist them in preparing for a fulfilling career 
path in their life after sport, whilst contributing to a measurable improvement in their on-field 
performance.

However, ImproveMe is not only for elite sportspeople who are already accustomed to striving 
for personal excellence. Individuals from all walks of life can benefit greatly from using the 
ImproveMe tool, with tailored versions available for:

Secondary school 
students

University
students

Return-to-work
mothers

The unemployed The general
workforce

Professional / elite  
sportspeople

What are the benefits of using ImproveMe?

Many people lack the self awarenesss and confidence to maximise their potential, be it finding that perfect career, 
enjoying greater work/life balance, identifying a perfect study course, or just ensuring they play to their strengths 
and enjoy every day life.

That’s where ImproveMe can help, by providing an easy to use online assessment tool which identifies an 
individual’s key competencies (strengths) to assist in their personal improvement - however they wish to define it.
 
Whether an individual is ready to make a definitive career change, start planning 
for the next phase of their life, or is just wishing to “dip their toe in the water”, 
ImproveMe enables them to structure a clear pathway and plan of action.
 
Here’s to personal improvement!
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